Quarterly bulletin of the activities of the Community
for Human Development in the World
28/06/2021
Hello Friends, three months later, a new report on some activities
and projects set in motion by various groups of our organism
around the world. A quick 'glimpse' of what is moving different
people in different parts of the globe towards an action coherent
with their thoughts and emotions, towards the construction of a
Universal Human Nation. News, photos and links to keep us all
connected.

2 October - an appointment for The Community in the World

A reminder
to all of us
representat
ives of the
New
Universalist
Humanism

World Nonviolence Day.

Write to fulviofaro@gmail.com
(person in charge for The
Community World Coordination
about information), to inform about
the activities planned in each
location for this date

To remember and
continue in the
footsteps of great souls

Argentina – Buenos Aires
www.revolucionhumana.com.ar

voluntarios.rh.@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/rh.com.ar

Revolución Humana – New headquarters and work on the renovation of the new space. Node of agroecological fruit and vegetables, bringing healthy food and products from cooperatives and recovered
factories
to
the
neighbours.
Networks:
setting
up
an
Instagram
page
https://www.instagram.com/voluntarios.rh. On different occasions, we organised an Afichada Barrial,
reporting on activities, denouncing the corruption of the judiciary and celebrating the enactment of the
law on abortion. Plantamos memoria: on 24 March they joined the call to plant, with some neighbours,
an avocado bush in the plaza de los colegiales. Collaboration in a community canteen in Chacarita.
Flashmob at Colegiales and Costa Salguero with a proposal that the land not be sold to private
individuals for luxury construction and instead be used for public parks. Virtual meetings by zoom every
Wednesday at 20hs.

Argentina – Salta
Project: Building Intentional and
Nonviolent Neighbourhood and
Educational Communities, to
provide practical tools for
overcoming conflicts and to bring a
new perspective to overcome the
current situation, allowing for a
coherent and non-violent direction,
both at the individual and
community levels.

Shared practical activities:
a) Application of the Golden Rule in different
settings. b) Relaxation. Psychophysics. Selfknowledge. c) Meditation practices. Areas of
Peace and Mental Silence. d) Integral Life
Project. e) Violence and the Methodology of
Nonviolence. f) The Principles of Valid Action
and Coherence as an Internal Unity.

Photos of the first
Encuentro held on 06 /
05/21 in Barrio Juan
Manuel de Rosas while
the neighbours (mostly
mothers and children)
received a snack.

email contact person: sandravittar@gmail.com

Working
Methodology:
Fortnightly virtual
and/or face-to-face
meetings.

Italy – Rome
The Golden Rule
and...

!
Kids
The workshop involving 5 families on processing emotions and
practising the rule of the hour to resolve internal and external conflicts
has started. The children participated enthusiastically and it will
continue after the summer.

Mail: wolffede@gmail.com
Remember this picture from the previous
newsletter? Now the final version of the
humorous video clip from the "12
Principles of Valid Action" is out.

YouTube: https://youtu.be/LqcrT6ZwjV0

Facebook
https://fb.me/LaComunitaperloSviluppoUmanoRoma
Mail
lacomunitaperlosviluppoumanoroma@post.com
Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/la_comunita_roma
Twitter
https://twitter.com/Comunita_Roma?s=20
Mail of Roma Reference
lu.elmi@gmail.com

Video for the celebrations
of 4 May
https://fb.watch/6mYXm8xWXC
A small gift from a children...

Italy – supporting a social campaign
On 24 April, the Community in Italy supports the
international campaign #salutenoarmi (Health, no
weapons); following the indications of the campaign,
flashmobs were held and photos were posted on FB with
the phrase: "let's invest in health, not weapons".

AVELLINO

gabriella.guidi@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com/Comunità-per-lo-sviluppo-umano-Av
ellino-1434707206789204/

https://www.casaumanista.org/

ROME
TURIN
https://www.facebook.com/SaluteDirittoUniversale

info@casaumanista.org
https://www.facebook.com/casaumanistatorino/

Spain – Madrid
With the beginning of the confinement we
had to interrupt the activities on the
premises (personal work meetings, clay
workshops, poetry meetings), so we
organised a "Recital for hope" in April 2020,
via zoom. That's when the idea of creating a
digital magazine of poetry and reflections,
with a positive and social tone, came up.
People from the neighbourhood and friends
in other countries joined us, some joined
others, resulting in a magazine with
neighbourhood
roots,
but
with
international participation. In the weekly
chats we exchanged about the situation of
the pandemic in each place, as well as
reflecting on a theme that would be the
focus of the magazine each month:
pandemic, non-violence, environment,
social justice, equality, spirituality... We
have just celebrated the first year with an
open-air meeting.

Community “Ventanas Abiertas”

Del Pilar
neighbourhood
www.bit.ly/FotosVentanasAbiertas

References

Olga Pardo olgapah@gmail.com

Social Media

www.linktr.ee/VentanasAbiertas
www.facebook.com/humanistas.barriodelpilar

Web Link

www.humanistasbarriodelpilar.blogspot.com

Spain – Madrid
Resuming the fire
workshops. Starting
with the production of
fire and clay. We
want to give
participation before
the workshops;
frequenting the
participants, helping
in their diffusion and
in the preparation of
the workshops, so that
the condition of
neatness, tone and
permanence is taken
care of.

Humanist
Communication
Centre of del
Pilar y Begoña
neighbourhoods
Link to Del Pilar:
yolandairi@gmail.com
Link to Begoña:
apascual2001@gmail.com

www.ayudaentreculturas.org

Spain – Madrid

Link https://go.ivoox.com/rf/71231811

Mail:
alfonsobueno77@gmail.com
Tetuán
neighbourhood
/ Complutense
University

Launching and recording the first programme
of the podcast "El Planetario", which we
want to be a humanistic and humorous look
at the worlds that surround us, inspire us and
help us to continue inventing new worlds. A
space to talk about mythology, art,
spirituality and science, with a social and
humanist approach. The podcast team gets
together once a week and, each from their
own perspective, makes a contribution to a
common theme. We are preparing the second
programme and a communication
workshop that will help us to continue
advancing the project.

Holding weekly meetings in
which we work with the
principles of valid action,
Mail:
guided experiences and some
thamaraes@yahoo.es
of Silo's public interventions.
In each session there is an
exchange on the work that
has been previously uploaded Promotores de la No
to the blog and reflected Violencia
upon by the participants. After
the exchange, a brief time is
dedicated to looking at the
activities of the joint calendar,
and
to
conclude,
an
experience of strength is
carried out, to which a small
meditation on the principles
or other themes is added. The
aim is for the participants to
increase
their
personal
coherence and to help those
in the immediate vicinity to
move in the same direction. Link Web:

https://elhumanismoesunactivismo.wordpress.com/about/

Spain – Madrid
As part of the project for
personal and social change that
we have been developing for
years in the Tetuán
neighbourhood based on
communication and nonviolence, for several months now
we have been setting up a new
channel of expression and
meeting: PODCAST..

https://entrevecinosdetetuan.org

https://go.ivoox.com/rf/68327186

https://go.ivoox.com/rf/65047245

Tetuan Neighbours
Humanist Association

We have created different
sections, with different forms
and tonalities, to address
different themes and include
multiple perspectives and
sensibilities. One of the
sections is "Stories for the
Heart and Mind" where we
reflect on the Principles of
Valid
Action.
We
have
published two, one with the
Principle of Adaptation, "to go
against the evolution of things
is to go against oneself" and
with
the
Principle
of
Immediate Action "if you
pursue an end you chain
yourself. If everything you do
is done as if it were an end in
itself, you free yourself".

Spain – Alcobendas
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Mail: garciagallego2009@gmail.com

With this news we have concluded the panorama of the
activities of the friends from Spain: we have included
news from Madrid and surroundings (Alcobendas), from
the communities of the neighbourhoods of Pilar, Begoña,
Tetuán, etc. and from the Complutense University.

Continuing weekly meetings,
which we have taken back to
being face-to-face. We discuss
different topics, such as the
present moment, the future,
how we are making our way
towards the future by doing
things with others, taking a
new direction.
We have also resumed the cold
and
hot
processing
workshops where working with
different
materials
and
temperatures helps us to work
internally on our difficulties and
we do this with other friends.

International and national links
Argentina Estanislao Castillo - stanisks@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/lacomunidad.org.ar
Bangladesh Nazrul Islam - nazrulhm@gmail.com

Bolivia

Ramiro Mitre - ramiro.mitre@gmail.com

Chili

Gloria Mujica - gloria@humanismo.cl

Ecuador

Jacqueline Verdesoto - jacquelineverdesoto@yahoo.com

India – Mumbay Rajesh Sheeth – rajehshethnsbi@gmail.com
India – Madhubani Ramesh Jha – rameshjha1968@gmail.com
India – Kannur Chandrababu K. - humanistbabu@rediffmail.com
Italy

Giorgio Mancuso – g.mancuso@itacad.it
https://www.lacomunita.net

https://www.facebook.com/ComunitaSviluppoUmanoItalia

https://lacomunidadmundial.org

Peru

Miguel Losada - loxadamiguel@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com/groups/comunidadperu
Spain

Virginia Lopez - virginialopezlopez@yahoo.es

Web Spagna in costruzione: www.la-comunidad.net

